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Welcome
A few years ago, I discovered a way to embed the act of doing
good into the gifts we give. The idea for Packed with Purpose grew
from my desire to create a social impact, while recognizing the
importance of gifting in fostering meaningful relationships.

Explore our Gifts

Our gifts create deep societal impact through the everyday act of
gift giving. From empowering women in need of a second chance
to supporting sustainability efforts, our gifts have transformed
lives, enriched communities and preserved our environment. We
are proud to be a certified woman-owned personal and corporate
gifting company.
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Inspiring Stories In Every Gift
Inside every Packed with Purpose gift we include our artful Impact Booklet,
where we tell the stories behind our Purposeful Purveyors
and their impact on individuals, communities, and the environment.

ENVIRONMENT

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

WELLNESS

Rainforest preservation, clean
water access, landfill waste
reduction and sustainable
agricultural practices

Vocational training for adults
with disabilities, the formerly
incarcerated and others with
barriers to employment

Professional and personal
development for women who
need a second chance, safe
housing for young mothers and
their children

Opportunities for youth in
under-resourced communities,
and artistic and skills
development

Cancer screening and program
funding, nutrition and healthy
living education, and animal
welfare support

BEST SELLERS
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Our Most Popular Gift Curations
Brighten Their Day At
Home $49
Entertain them with
eco-friendly playing
cards, a National
Parks coloring book,
and delicious treats
supporting individuals
with developmental
disabilities and more

Petite & Perfect $25
Sweet and salty treats
come together to
support solar
and hydro energy
use, Fair Trade cocoa
farming, and more

A Sweet Thanks, Deluxe $80
A special way to show your appreciation, this gourmet assortment supports women facing
barriers to employment, cancer screening research funding, and more

BEST SELLERs
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Thoughtful Treats $110
Wow them with this
spectacular assortment
for all to enjoy while
supporting sustainable
farming practices, women’s
empowerment programs,
and more

For The Chocolate Lover $40
Treat the chocolate lover in your life to brownies, peanut butter cups, and more, supporting
education for young women entrepreneurs, ovarian cancer screenings and more

A Sweet Thanks, Signature $49
A best seller, perfect for sharing while empowering
individuals with developmental disabilities and
preserving the environment

Scrumptious Shareables $65
Something for everyone to enjoy, from awardwinning rosemary shortbread to decadent hot
cocoa mix, giving back to veterans, minority
owned and small businesses, and more

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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Junita’s jar
Supports education initiatives dedicated
to ending relationship violence, specifically
on college campuses, through proceeds
of cookie sales; black and woman-owned,
founder is a domestic abuse survivor

Bundle Of Joy, Girl $55
Dog Tag Bakery
In partnership with Georgetown University, the Dog Tag Inc. Fellowship Program offers transformative
education and hands-on work experience for veterans, their families, and caregivers through the
production and sales of baked goods, and rigorous business courses, making graduates competitively
employable upon program completion

An ultra soft onesie & beanie and
adorable donut rattle for baby, and
delicious tea & cookies from Junita’s
Jar for the parents, supporting elephant
conservation, domestic violence
prevention and more

NEW GIFTS
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Sweet & Savory
Grand Sampler $165
Wow them with a
cornucopia of handcured mole salami,
gourmet mustard,
rustic flatbread
and more, while
supporting women
lifting themselves
out of poverty and
ethically sourced
foods

Work From Home Sampler $25

Indulgent Impact $64

Snack Lover Care Package $82

Show your appreciation with zesty organic potato chips, candy cane crunch brownies, and more,
creating impact through wildlife conservation, hunger relief, and the building of new playgrounds in
under-resourced communities

A perfect blend of treats and keepsakes, this
gift will surprise and delight while creating
employment opportunities for the formerly
incarcerated and for individuals with disabilities

Make their day with the perfect blend of sweet,
salty and crunchy from truffle popcorn to organic
dried fruit, supporting ovarian cancer research
funding and environmental preservation

NEW GIFTS
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Artisanal Appetizer
Board $105
Delight them with
olive oil, balsamic
vinegar and herb
spread, perfect to
serve on our ecofriendly appetizer
board, supporting
sustainable and
small batch
producers, and more

Individually Wrapped Goodies $72

Trivia Care Package $53

Healthy Snacks, Petite $26

A mouth-watering medley including award-winning chai caramels and handcrafted
granola, supporting hunger relief, employment for individuals with autism, and more

A combination of award-winning coffee, decadent
cookies, stylish mug and exciting trivia, giving
back to individuals with disabilities, sustainable
businesses, and more

Energize them with protein-packed graham
cracker bites and naturally delicious seed bars,
supporting employment for individuals with
disabilities, wildlife conservation and more

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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Big Picture Farm
This Animal-Welfare Approved farm
supports 40 happy and healthy goats
living in safe and sustainable pastures,
and produces award-winning goat milk
caramels

Gratitude Galore $47
A sweet assortment of lightly salted
dark chocolate, buttery shortbread, sea
salt & vanilla caramels from Big Picture
Farm, and more

Pebble
Employs over 12,000 women in rural Bangladesh to handknit beautiful baby
toys, offering them fair wages and child care, enabling them to provide for
their children from the comfort of their own villages

$45 and Under
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Impress and Inspire for Every Budget
Savory Snack to
Unwind $40

Best
Seller

Rejuvenate their
spirits with a
handcrafted soy
candle, baristastyle to-go cup
and delicious tea &
cookies, supporting
employment for teen
moms, sustainability
efforts and more

Snacks For Two $35

A Token of Appreciation, Kosher $28

A delightful care package of crisp bite-size
cookies, handcrafted nut-free granola and more, in
support of domestic violence prevention and new
playgrounds in underserved communities

Fair trade chocolate, tea, and a unique trio of
pocket notebooks come together to support
farmers and help build schools

Gourmet Hot Chocolate $45
Send warm wishes with a cozy mug of hot cocoa, artisan marshmallows, and buttery
cookies while supporting individuals with disabilities and small batch producers

$45 and under
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Thinking Of You $33
Best
Seller

Rich chocolate brownies
and cookies, and
organic dried mango
are the perfect sweet
treats, giving back to
sustainability efforts,
new playgrounds for
underserved children,
and more

Chicago Gourmet
Goodness $45
A delicious gift featuring
Chicago purveyors that
support job training
and employment
for individuals with
developmental
disabilities, local and
sustainable farmers,
and more

Holiday Cheer $37
Spread holiday cheer with irresistible peppermint bark and chocolatey brownies while
supporting the building of playgrounds, cancer screenings, and more

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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Confections with Convictions
Founded by a counselor for youth
in the court systems, this social
enterprise helps individuals move
beyond systemic injustices and
barriers to employment through the
art of exquisite chocolate-making

Gourmet Gift $85
Welly
Partners with charity: water to increase access to clean water and implement sanitation
projects in developing communities around the globe

A deluxe bundle of chocolate covered
espresso beans, robust coffee, dark
chocolate peppermint bark from
Confections with Convictions, and
more

FOR THE SOPHISTICATED PALATE
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New
Gift

New
Gift

Epicurean Picnic $155

Savories & Salami $50

Transport them to Italy with artisanal salami, crackers and more paired with sleek
stemless glasses, wine stoppers and maple appetizer board, supporting gun
violence trauma recovery and more

A flavor fusion of hand-cured mole salami, caramelized onion crisps, crunchy cheese
straws and more supporting anti-hunger initiatives and sustainable farming

FOR THE SOPHISTICATED PALATE
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New
Gift

New
Gift

Gourmet Olive Oil Gift Set $70
A savory assortment of basil-infused olive oil, aromatic balsamic
vinegar, organic flatbread and parmesan artichoke tapenade,
supporting small batch makers and sustainability efforts

New
Gift

Savory Tapenade & Dips $95
Artisan dipping sauces, parmesan artichoke tapenade, heirloom popcorn and more come together to support
hunger relief, animal welfare and sustainable farming

Beer Tasting Bites $34
Award-winning roasted nuts, organic potato chips, amber beer mustard
and more combine to reduce food insecurity and help sustainable
farmers

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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Together We Bake
Provides career advancement and
training in the foodservice and
hospitality fields to women who have
overcome challenges with addiction
and abuse

Good For You Goodies $60
Spudlove
A strong community of fifth-generation farmers, Spudlove uses sustainable growing and harvesting
practices to produce their 100% organic potatoes, and through a partnership with Farmers Ending
Hunger, they donate a portion of potatoes each month to the Oregon Food Bank

A delectable, healthy assortment
organic dried mango, energizing
seed bars, flavorful mixed nuts, and
wholesome trail mix from Together We
Bake

HEALTHY SELECTIONs
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Gluten
Free

Gluten-Free Healthy
Treats $58

Best
Seller

Little Bites of
Goodness $46

Vegan

A scrumptious
assortment of
organic dried mango,
salted olive oil
plantain chips and
more, giving back to
animal welfare and
Fair Trade practices

This fruit-filled
bundle satisfies
any healthy snack
cravings while
giving back to
opportunity youth in
urban communities

Nut-Free & Vegan Healthy Delights $72
Chocolate coconut snack bites, an energizing seed bar and more come together
to support veterans and small batch and minority businesses

Nut
Free

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS
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Wow Speakers, Attendees, and Sponsors

Everyday
Exploration $78

New
Gift

This sleek tumbler,
notebook, and
luggage tag make
the perfect addition
for any business
or personal travel,
all in support of
clean water and
reforestation

For The Virtual Conference $48

Sustainability On-The-Go $62

Welcome Back Bundle $39

Delight your attendees with a sleek mug & notebook, coffee & tea
and delectable brownie supporting cancer wellness programs,
schools in under-resourced communities and more

An eco-friendly trio of reusable utensils, a silicone
straw and a bamboo tumbler supporting clean
water efforts and reduction of waste in landfills

Welcome them back to the office with hand
sanitizer, a barista-style mug and delectable
cookies, supporting domestic violence
awareness and more

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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ENVIRONMENT

FIREBird community arts
This artist development and employment
program offers a space to heal and
create for youth who have been affected
by gun violence and trauma

On The Rocks, Deluxe $110
CAMERON’S CHOCOLATES
Founded by Cameron, a young adult with intellectual disabilities, and her supportive family, this
innovative cafe and chocolate shop empowers and employs young adults with special needs through
the art of chocolate production and provides them with hands-on work experience

Enjoy an evening of indulgence with
handcrafted whiskey stones, chocolatecovered roasted almonds, and hand
blown glass cocktail stirrers from Firebird
Community Arts

A PERSONAL GIFT FOR THEM
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Savory Snacks, Relaxing Spa Sets, and Much More
Deluxe Spa Day $109

Eco-Friendly Favorites For
Him $90

Lavender bath
salts & lotion, a
fragrant candle
and a silk eye mask
make for a peaceful
spa-day-in while
supporting women’s
empowerment &
employment and
more

Because She’s Special $55
Elegant creations offer that special someone
indulgence and enjoyment while providing job
training and a second chance to young moms and
their children

Flavorful Favorites $74
An artist-designed pint glass and reclaimed wood
bottle opener pair perfectly with spicy & savory
bites, supporting artists with disabilities and
environmental preservation

A deluxe trio of an ecofriendly dopp kit, organic
cotton argyle socks
and rich dark chocolate,
supporting clean water
efforts, adults with autism
and more

An Afternoon At The Park $64
Perfect for a day outdoors; ultra soft towel, canvas zip bag, and pocketsized hand sanitizer combine in support of ocean conservation and
women overcoming human trafficking

FOR THE VIP
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Impress Clients, Prospects, and Employees
Deluxe Charcuterie Board $250

New
Gift

Our sustainably-sourced appetizer
board and teakwood spreader
pairs perfectly with savory &
sweet bites while supporting
veterans, women’s empowerment
and more

Sophisticated Bar Gift
Set $80
Elevate their cocktail
night with two sleek
rocks glasses, delicious
mixers, handcrafted
whiskey stones and
maple bar board,
supporting small batch
and minority artisans
and more

New
Gift

Above And Beyond $188
Gourmet coffee,
tea and cookies,
handmade granola,
small-batch jam and
more come together
to support women’s
empowerment, clean
water initiatives and
employment training

Sustainable Luxuries $85
A sophisticated trio of sustainable products supports waste reduction in
landfills and forest conservation; includes a code to track where a tree was
planted for the journal included in this gift

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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ENVIRONMENT

Lambs Farm
For nearly 60 years Lambs Farm has
provided job training, a residential
community, and life skills to people
with developmental disabilities
who learn and grow as they craft
sweet treats

Tasty Temptations $75
Detroit Food Academy
Works with local educators, chefs, and businesses to inspire Detroit’s children and young
adults to transform ideas into reality through entrepreneurial experiences rooted in food

Delight a crowd with chocolate
peppermint popcorn, decadent
coffee brownies, and chocolate
covered pretzel twists from Lambs
Farm

Celebrations & Occasions
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Welcome the New Baby, Warm the New Home, and More
Little One Luxuries $95
Welcome them home
with an organic cotton
onesie & bib and
engaging toys for baby,
and coffee and cookies
for parents to enjoy,
supporting employment
for mothers in
Bangladesh and more

New
Gift

Heart & Home Deluxe
$125
Brighten their home
with our fragrant
lemongrass & lime soy
candle, hand-loomed
towel, teakwood
serving board and
gourmet tea & treats,
supporting young
moms in underserved
communities more

For The Craft Cocktail Lover $58
A tasteful trio of cocktail mixers pair perfectly with handcrafted whiskey stones and
drink stirrers, giving back to trauma recovery for youth overcoming gun violence and more

Celebrations & Occasions
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Elevated Evening At
Home $100

New
Gift

Wow them with a
sleek appetizer board,
rosé candle, and
savory bites, all giving
back to small batch
artisans, sustainability,
and more

The Grand Deluxe $248

Bundle Of Joy, BOY $55

The ultimate indulgence for any and every celebration, with 19 sweet and savory
selections impacting individuals and communities from Chicago to South Sudan

A soft onesie & beanie and adorable cupcake rattle
for baby, and delicious tea & cookies for the parents,
supporting elephant conservation, employment for
women overcoming poverty and more

A Toast For Two $75
For the happy couple or the new business
partners, handcrafted wine glasses and wine
stopper make the perfect pair, providing job
training to youth impacted by gun violence

FOR THE FAMILY
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Scrumptious Assortments for them to Share
Relax & Unwind Care
Package $85

New
Gift

Rejuvenate their spirits
with a handcrafted soy
candle, barista-style togo cup and delicious tea
& cookies, supporting
employment for teen
moms, sustainability
efforts and more

New
Gift

Best
Seller

Thoughtful Wishes,
Kosher $50
A bounty of
goodness awaits,
from scrumptious
brownies
to award-winning
caramels, supporting
causes from
animal welfare
to environmental
preservation

Gourmet Dinner Party $115
Wow them with an olive oil & balsamic pairing, artisan salami, award-winning caramels and more,
Supporting animal welfare, sustainability, and women-owned businesses

FOR THE FAMILY
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Family Game Night $68
The whole family will
enjoy our eco-friendly
playing cards, vanilla
shortbread cookies,
and chocolate peanut
butter popcorn, while
supporting women’s
empowerment,
cancer wellness
programming, and more

New
Gift

Something For Everyone $165

Trivia & Treats $60

Delight them all with this bountiful selection of delicious treats, making an impact from
food banks in the U.S. to Fair Trade cooperatives in Colombia

Fair trade chocolate, tea, and a unique notebook
come together to support farmers and help build
schools

Mindful Moments $67
A stress-relieving coloring book, barista-style
mug, energizing coffee, and more come together
in support of sustainability efforts, employment
for individuals with disabilities, and much more

Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors
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MY CUP 0F TEA
Helps women break the cycle of
poverty through job training and
employment, GED prep, computer
literacy, and emotional support

Positive Vibes $49
They are sure to enjoy our stylish
mug, delectable cookies, fragrant
tea, and sweet honey sticks from My
Cup Of Tea

Beyond Good By Madecasse
Seeks to strengthen the Madagascar and Uganda economies through sustainable and Direct Trade
cocoa farming and harvesting; founded by 2 Peace Corps volunteers

We offer many additional products and branding options, here is a small sample:

Thank You
Together we’re making an impact
www.packedwithpurpose.gifts
844.797.GIFT
corpgifts@packedwithpurpose.gifts

